Animals - Big and Small

The eensy weensy spider climbed up the water spout
(thumbs on first fingers of other hand, pivot wrists to "climb")
Down came the rain and washed the spider out
(fingers make falling rain, and sweep spider away)
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain
(make round sun with hands)
So the eensy weensy spider climbed up the spout again
(repeat "climbing")
Try repeating it, with TINY actions and a TINY voice for the VERY eensy weensy spider. And with BIG actions and a very BIG voice for the great BIG spider.

5 little monkeys swinging from a tree
(swing 5 fingers of one hand back and forth)
Along came a crocodile, quiet as can be
(slowly move other hand toward the "monkeys")
The first monkey said, “You can’t catch me!”
(wiggle one of the monkeys)
SNAP!
(bend that monkey finger down)
4 little monkeys...
Repeat backwards down to:
1 little monkey swinging in a tree...
(after the crocodile SNAPs at the last monkey, he calls out, very happily...)
“Missed me!”

5 green and speckled frogs
(wiggle fingers with hand resting on other arm as the "log")
Sat on a speckled log
Eating some most delicious bugs
Yum yum!
One jumped into the pool
(dive one fingerfrog down and leave it in your lap)
Where it was nice and cool
(spread free hand over top of “pool”)
Then there were 4 green speckled frogs
(hold up remaining frogs)
Glunk! Glunk!
Continue until you have no more frogs, end with:
Then there were no green speckled frogs
Glunk! Glunk!

You put your right arm in
You take your right arm out
You put your right arm in
And you shake it all about
You do the hokey pokey
And you turn yourself around
That’s what it’s all about!
(continue with left arm, right leg, left leg, head, whole self)